
THE TRAGIC STORY OF LILY COVE – A YOUNG 

LADY AERONAUT AT THE HAWORTH GALA 

One of Britain’s Youngest Female Daredevil Balloonists and Parachutists in the early 1900s 

By Margaret Mills  

Most people think of Haworth in the context of the famous Brontë sisters, but there are other fascinating histories 

associated with this old Yorkshire village. One connection is that of Lily Cove a balloonist in the early 1900s 

when ballooning was all the craze and swept across the country. The thrill of witnessing a woman ascend, then 

parachute to the ground, drew thousands of paying spectators.  

Elizabeth Mary Cove better known as Lily Cove was born on the 7th November 1885 in Haggerston, which is 

considered part of London’s East End, but her birth was registered in Poplar in the East End of London.1 At her 

baptism in April 1886, her father was named as Thomas and her mother Annie. Lily was an only child, her parents 

never married, and her mother died a few years after she was born. At the age of four Lily was enrolled in school 

by her great uncle George Cove and by the time she was seven, she and her father were living with a woman 

called Margaret. Lily was brought up by her father a shoemaker, who had several partners, and because he was 

often in and out of prison, she was looked after by various relatives. 

Lily’s father Thomas served a string of prison sentences for sex offences against young girls and women, his first 

one was in 1899 and by 1912 he had been in and out of prison at least four times serving sentences ranging from 

three months to twelve months in various prisons in London.2 At the turn of the 20th century most children left 

school before they were 13 and the opportunities for a working class girl were very limited, either going into 

domestic service or factories working long hours for very low 

pay with little time off. Lily changed her surname to her 

father’s mother’s name and became Elizabeth Nelly when she 

left her poverty stricken home at around 15 to live and work 

for a well-to-do family as a nursemaid and servant at 112 

Downs Park Road, Hackney.3 She eventually became known 

as Lily Cove when she became a daring young aeronaut. 

In the early 1900s Lily could have taken her young charges to 

see balloon performances at a gala or a fair on Hackney 

Downs or in Victoria Park, from where balloonists ascended, 

and parachuted down. It was probably watching these displays 

that inspired her to change her life. Lily could have seen or 

met Captain Frederick Bidmead at one of these galas, who 

besides being an experienced aeronaut ran a balloon and 

parachute manufacturing business, and around 1904 she went 

to work for him sewing balloons in his workshop.4  

Right: A postcard of Lily Cove, suggests the description as a 

handsome young lady with a fine figure and long golden hair 

was not entirely showmanship jargon. Lily chose to become 

a balloonist, and travel the country, being the centre of 

attention was very appealing to her. 

Throughout the country from the 1780s to the early 1900s balloonists were giving displays which added to the 

drama of an event.5 Captain Bidmead was looking for a young woman to join his show and soon singled out Lily 

to train as a balloonist, he must have seen some potential in her, other than her being a handsome young lady with 

a fine figure and long golden hair6 which might have also had something to do with it. Lily was charismatic, 

fearless and a fast learner, perfectly suited to becoming a liberated lady balloonist.  
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For a number of years Captain Bidmead had been going up in balloons and parachuting to earth, during this time 

he had made 400 balloon ascents and 83 parachute descents,7 but it would be a better crowd puller to see a woman 

parachuting rather than a man. At first Captain Bidmead did a duo display with Lily, using a double harness, 

leaping from the balloon where they had simply held on with a ring or perched precariously on a trapeze bar, then 

floating, as the parachute opened towards the upturned faces of admiring crowds.   

Lily was always outgoing and fearless and after two years Captain Bidmead considered her an able aeronaut who 

had never had an accident. Soon Lily was jumping solo and by 1906 aged 20, she had made 20 successful ascents 

alone, the last one was at Cambridge on Monday 4th June a week before the Haworth Gala. Her parachute had 

been specially made for her. She was now earning herself a country-wide reputation as a daring aeronaut, 

travelling the country with her manager, Captain Bidmead, performing her daring, death-defying stunts before 

amazed crowds of people at galas and country shows. She would ascend beneath a gas filled balloon, and then 

jump from the balloon, parachuting to the ground. In today’s world, where the wonders of transport and air flight 

are everyday things, we can only imagine the amazement of the watching crowds in the early 1900s. 

The Haworth Gala 

In June 1906 it was decided that the eighth annual Haworth Gala promoted by the Haworth and Oxenhope United 

Friendly Societies and Tradesmen’s Association would be held in aid of the Victorian Nurses Association. The 

turnout of previous galas had been poor, and interest in them seemed to be on the decline. Some blamed the steep 

ascent of Main Street, for parades, saying it was just too much for the heavy wagons. This year the committee 

were delighted to be able to secure Miss Lily Cove, the young aeronaut as the guest appearance and the main 

attraction under the direction of Captain Bidmead her manager. They were hoping she would draw the crowds 

by making a gas-filled balloon ascent from the Gala site on West Lane football ground and descend by parachute 

further up the Worth Valley near Ponden. 

In fact Captain Bidmead was no stranger to the area. He had appeared at 

Keighley’s annual gala held on behalf of the hospitals on the evening of Saturday 

18th June 1898 which was held in Victoria Park and it was during a flight from 

here that he had his worst accident in his career.8  

Left: A photograph of Captain Frederick Bidmead aged about 30 in c.1897. He 

is wearing one of his medals lost in an accident. Photograph by Geobethoff, of 

Pentonville Road, London   

He was standing in for his employer August Gaudron, who was appearing at the 

Alexandra Palace that day. At 8.30 pm he ascended into a very dull sky with dense 

clouds and there was a strong south-westerly breeze. When trying to parachute 

down, the parachute ropes entangled with the balloon rope which had been 

strengthened by the rain to such a degree that it refused to snap when he jumped. 

Captain Bidmead found himself dangling under his balloon in mid-air, unable to 

separate himself. He was able with great difficulty to double himself up to catch 

one of the grappling irons, belonging to the balloon. In this way he was carried, 

clinging desperately, all the way to Pontefract some 27 miles away ‘as the crow 

flies’. Somewhere in the clouds, he lost his cap, which was later retrieved from a local sewerage plant, and also 

one of his medals along the way. Finally his balloon descended and dragged him across two fields, through a 

canal and finally halted painfully, in a thick hedge in the grounds of Stapleton Hall, Darrington north-west of 

Pontefract, in a very battered condition.  

The flight had taken the balloon just over 50 minutes, he was soon rescued and carried exhausted, covered in 

blood and mud to Stapleton Hall where he received much needed assistance. A telegram was sent to Keighley to 

say that Captain Bidmead was alive. He stayed there the night, and next morning, scratched but sufficiently 

recovered to return to Keighley by train where he was given a hero’s welcome with a brass band and he made a 

speech from the railway platform. At the time Captain Bidmead said that the jump would have been his 84th 

ascent had he been successful.  
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Captain Bidmead and Lily arrived in Haworth from Cambridge on Friday 8th June 1906, the day before her 

performance. It was to be Lily’s twenty-first ascent by balloon and sixth parachute jump. They had reserved 

separate rooms at the Old White Lion Hotel, at the top of Main Street, Haworth. Lily had room number 7, and 

soon made friends with the young daughters of the proprietor, who saw her as glamorous, adventurous, exciting, 

one of the new modern young ‘liberated’ women. Lily loved life, she was an outgoing girl, and in the evening 

would sit in the bar chatting and laughing with locals and the other guests of the hotel where they were staying.  

Left: The Old White Lion Hotel, situated at the top of 

Main Street, Haworth where Lily, and Captain 

Bidmead stayed 

Although some of the older generation were not so 

sure, they disapproved of a young woman travelling 

around the country with a man that was not her 

husband. Of course there was no suggestion at all that 

the relationship between Lily and Captain Bidmead 

was anything other than a platonic employee 

employer relationship, but he must have got to know 

her quite well. More disapproved of by some was just 

before going up with the balloon she would pull off 

her skirt with a flourish revealing her beribboned and 

frilly bloomers beneath, a risqué thing to do in the 

early 1900s. This was all part of her act and possibly 

devised to shock, but it was also a safety requirement 

so that her clothes would not get caught up with the 

parachute or any of the devices.  

Lily’s stay in Haworth is likely to have included a visit to the first Brontë Museum, housed on the upper floor of 

the former Yorkshire Penny Bank virtually next door to the Old White Lion Hotel. It was the Tourist Information 

Centre until January 2019, it is now a community centre, the museum moved into the Parsonage in 1928. The 

Brontë sisters Charlotte, Emily and Anne had made Haworth a place of literary pilgrimage, with such novels as 

Jane Eyre published in October 1847, Wuthering Heights published in December 1847 and The Tenant of Wildfell 

Hall published in June 1848. But in 1906 Haworth locals were less thrilled by the memory of the Brontë sisters, 

Brontëmania had not quite taken off, they were more excited by the charming, cheerful aeronaut Lily, who was 

more to their liking.  

Handbills were printed, given out and displayed in windows 

advertising the gala and Lily Cove’s special parachute descent, with 

the Haworth brass band to play for dances. No charge was made and 

all contributions were given to the Nurses’ Association. These nurses 

made around 232 visits in one month to the homes of the sick and relied 

on fundraising events.  

Right: An original handbill of the Haworth Gala 1906. Although 

somewhat damaged and creased it is a rare survival. It advertises 

Lily Cove as the special attraction and was handed out at the time in 

the districts around Haworth   Courtesy of Steven Wood      

Those who planned to attend the gala and watch Lily’s balloon ascent 

must have been filled with excitement and anticipation. They were 

used to working as many as 60 hours a week in the local mills. On 

Saturday, 9th June 1906, gala day, the weather was hot and airless the 

streets were brightly coloured with strings of flags and other 

decorations giving a festive appearance and three special trains ran 

from Keighley. Spectators arrived in droves for a well-earned day out.  
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The procession was headed by dignitaries followed by comic couples in fancy dress, and four Sunday school 

wagons with children decorated as fairy-tale characters and young ladies dressed in costumes of various 

nationalities. Then came the comic cyclists along with squads of ambulance men and Merrall’s fire engine also 

joined the procession. They were also horses, light, draught and heavy, with their harnesses gleaming in the 

sunshine. All these, along with the Haworth Brass Band and members of the Haworth local Council in a waggon 

made their way up Haworth’s steep Main Street, and breathless finally arrived at the West Lane Football Field 

which was used for the gala that day, it is now home to the Haworth Cricket Club. It was reported in the 

newspapers that the procession was not as lengthy as usual with a noticeable reduction in the number of 

tradesmen.9 The Friendly Societies had not turned out in any number and there was a lack of the usual cyclists in 

fancy dress.  

The Haworth gala was dominated by the wealthy Merrall 

family whose textile mills were major employers in 

Haworth. They enjoyed social influence and power and 

many of the cups and trophies were named for the family, 

the nurses association was a particular charitable project 

among the Merrall ladies.10 The Merralls built and lived 

in a Gothic Mansion, Longlands Hall, on Lees Lane, near 

Haworth, which is now the Haworth Youth Hostel. It was 

rumoured that their rich and eligible 29 year old son, 

Charlie E. Merrall was attracted to Lily. 

Above: Longlands Hall the former home of the Merrall                                                                                                                

family, it is now the Haworth Youth Hostel   

The sunshine drew a crowd of about 6,000, including representation of the Keighley Board of Guardians, which 

gathered in the gala field. There were attractions to suit all tastes. The Methodist Sunday School had provided 

four tableaux, various competitions had to be judged, prizes presented and speeches made before the main 

attractions could take place.  

Left: The site of the gala field on West Lane where Lily went 

up in a balloon, then it was a football ground, now home to 

the Haworth Cricket Club  

Mrs R. E. Weatherhead of Bingley whose mother was Mrs 

George Merrall, was one of the main speakers, she spoke on 

behalf of the Victorian Nurses praising their good works, then 

presented the cups and medals. Eventually, after all the 

speeches and tributes ended, the gala got off to a good start and 

Haworth and Kildwick Brass Bands played to the crowd. Other 

attractions included the Keighley Wiffan Waffan Wuffan and 

the Haworth Bingem Bangem Comic Bands, there were the Baily Brothers Punch and Judy, conjuring and 

ventriloquy display by a Monsieur Ducarel, and exhibitions by the local Cross Roads Athletic and Ladies’ 

Physical Culture Clubs. However, the organizers could not relax about Lily reigniting enthusiasm for the gala 

until they had seen her performance finish safely and successfully.    

 

Right: The Haworth Brass Band, it was a 

prominent feature of many village events. 

This photograph shows them leading a 

procession on May 31st 1913, 7 years 

after playing at the gala when Lily went 

up in a balloon  
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Left: The Haworth Bingem Bangem 

Comic Band in 1905. They took part in 

the Haworth Gala procession on 

Saturday, 9th June 1906. They blacked 

their faces and wore ornate fancy dress 

to enhance the comic effect                            

Courtesy of Steven Wood   

 

 

 

 

 

The First Balloon Attempt 

The highlight of the day’s entertainment was Lily Cove’s balloon ascent and parachute descent arranged for 7 

that evening. When the moment eventually came a large crowd gathered round the balloon. Her parachute was 

fastened to the balloon’s netting by a cord calculated to snap when she jumped. It was expected that Lily would 

float up the Worth Valley and jump at a pre-determined spot between Stanbury and Ponden. A pipe from the 

local gas supply had been laid to the gala field to fill the balloon with gas, the crowd became silent as the inflated 

balloon was released, but it refused to take off. For an hour and a half vain attempts were made to get the balloon 

into the air. Some blamed the humid weather conditions, others the local gas supply being cut off too early, but 

the disappointment was overwhelming.   

At 8.30 pm after six attempts had been made Lily was forced to abandon the ascent, after discovering a tear in 

the fabric of her balloon. She was disappointed, as it would have been her 21st balloon ascent and Captain 

Bidmead declared that it was the first time in his experience that this had happened. Lily looked rather pale as 

she accompanied Captain Bidmead and Mr. Charlie E. Merrall, the local mill owner’s son and vice-president of 

the Gala Committee onto the stage, and reluctantly announced that another attempt would be made in two days’ 

time on the evening of Monday 11th June.11 The gala finished at about 10 pm with a display of fireworks. 

Lily and Captain Bidmead went back to the Old White Lion Hotel to relax after their ordeal and the following 

morning they repaired the tear that had appeared in the balloon during their attempt of the previous evening. 

Afterwards they went to take tea in Haworth at the home of Albert Best, Secretary of the Gala Committee. The 

unsuccessful balloon attempt had unnerved Albert and he tried to persuade Lily to call off the ascent planned for 

the following day, but she would have none of it. Lily was quite determined and was an impetuous young 

woman.12  

The Second and Successful Balloon Attempt 

Good fortune seemed to favour her next attempt, on Monday 11th June, the weather was pleasantly warm and 

sunny, a real summer’s day with only a slight breeze. The crowds gathered once again, at the gala field and at 

various vantage points on the moor, to watch Lily’s balloon ascent. Lily Cove and Captain Bidmead drove in 

style from the Old White Lion Hotel in a motor-car belonging to Mr. Charlie E. Merrall, vice-president of the 

Gala Committee and Lily received a rousing reception. The big brown balloon, covered with netting was filled 

with gas and inflated without any problems, it was checked and everything seemed set fair for a successful event 

in front of an estimated 7,000 spectators.  

Lily was in a cheerful mood, dressed in a white frilly blouse, treating the appreciative crowed by whipping off 

her skirt to reveal bloomer-clad legs before taking her seat on the trapeze bar under the balloon, holding on by 

the ropes. Captain Bidmead checked the technicalities for a safe ascent and parachute jump. 
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The parachute was fastened to the netting on the sides of the balloon by a piece of cord tested to break at 56 lbs. 

pressure. Sergeant David Pearson, of the West Riding Police at Haworth, witnessed all the preparations, and 

particularly noted the hooks firmly fastened at the shoulders. She had been approached by Keighley Friendly 

Society Gala officials with a view to a performance the following Saturday, and was anxious that her Haworth 

jump should be a success. At the last moment Lily asked for a handkerchief, and Captain Bidmead gave her his. 

Left: This photograph was taken by Mr G. W. 

Holmes of Haworth, 50 seconds after leaving the 

ground. It shows Lily Cove waving to the crowds as 

she ascends from the football field on West Lane. She 

is sitting on a trapeze bar attached to the parachute 

by a harness, and the parachute is attached to the 

side of the balloon. This is the fatal balloon ascent in 

1906 and about 9 minutes after this photograph was 

taken Lily jumped from the balloon and was killed   

At 7.40 pm on that warm summer’s evening, the 

balloon rose steadily and easily up into the air. A great 

cheer and whistles went up from those gathered on the 

ground. Lily, swinging her legs from her trapeze seat, 

looked down at the spectators and waved her white 

handkerchief at the turned up faces of the amazed 

crowds waving their caps as she passed over their 

heads. Captain Bidmead climbed into a pony and trap 

and trotted after her followed by Charlie Merrall in his 

motorcar, the first in Haworth.  

He seemed determined to impress Lily by driving 

below her. The balloon floated up and drifted away on 

the breeze across Stanbury towards Ponden until the 

hills hid it from the watching crowds in Haworth. As 

she went up the Worth Valley her balloon silhouetted 

against the evening sky, Lily could see a peaceful 

scene of patchwork fields divided by stone walls, farms with hills beyond. At Stanbury people came out of their 

houses to watch and wave as she floated overhead then the wind began to blow her on towards the shining expanse 

of Ponden Reservoir. Mr. Cowling Heaton who ran the Scar Top Refreshment Rooms saw the balloon approach 

the back of his house. 

Right: Captain Frederick Bidmead managed Lily Cove for three years before her 

tragic death on Monday 11th June 1905. He is seen in this photograph wearing 

his cap he lost somewhere in the clouds as he was carried in mid-air to Pontefract 

(see page 49)  

According to plan, Lily would wait until the balloon reached the correct altitude 

before detaching herself from it and jump off, releasing her parachute and floating 

dramatically and safely to earth in the performance she had perfected. As Captain 

Bidmead followed her in his trap along the country road, he calculated the height 

of the balloon to be 600 to 700 feet and the conditions for a safe descent were 

favourable. Suddenly, something went catastrophically wrong, she began dropping 

towards Ponden reservoir. This was when Captain Bidmead lost sight of the balloon 

for a few seconds behind houses in the foreground, he next saw it drifting up 

without Lily who had jumped and was out of his sight. The balloon now light without Lily floated on towards 

Laneshaw Moor a few miles north-west. At Haworth, Sergeant David Pearson, straining his eyes, saw the 

parachute open, then lost sight of it between the hills. 
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The Accident 

What really happened to Lily, and why, no-one will ever know. At about 8.00 pm, Lily jumped to her death in a 

field near the Ponden Reservoir, and the Scar Top Refreshment Rooms, but exactly how it happened remains a 

mystery. Jonas Bradley, the Stanbury schoolmaster, standing on Haworth Moor, at an altitude of 900 feet, 

watched the parachute slowly open and disappear behind the skyline into the dark shadow. He noted that nine 

minutes had elapsed since the balloon had left Haworth. From the nearby village of Stanbury, Robert Rushworth 

was monitoring the balloon’s progress through a pair of field-glasses and observed Lily leap from the balloon, 

but her parachute was only partly opened, when it was detached while she was about forty feet from the ground 

and could only watch in horror as she fell nearly head first. Lily was wearing her harness and could only have 

unhooked herself from the parachute with great difficulty. When the harness was examined later it was not found 

to be faulty or have been tampered with as was suggested at the time. Captain Bidmead had checked the harness 

before the ascent, and it was the one Lily had used many times before. Mr Rushworth said he saw her ‘shrugging 

her shoulders’, out of the safety harness just as she neared Ponden Reservoir before losing her grip or letting go 

of the safety straps, but he did not see her raise her arms to the hooks. Mr Cowling Heaton, the ‘refreshment 

housekeeper’ at Scar Top assumed that the opening of the parachute had ‘exploded’ almost right above him. Then 

to his utter disbelief he saw Lily and the parachute part company and Lily fall ‘head over heels like a cartwheel. 

She went over once or twice and then appeared to fall head first’ to her death.  

Above: The field where Lily Cove died and Heaton’s Scar Top Refreshment Rooms is just one field away with 

the Ponden Reservoir on the other side of the road. Taken from the 1894 25” OS map 

Lily fell into the long grass in a field close by Ponden Reservoir, near to the Scar Top Refreshment Rooms. Mr. 

Heaton was the first to reach her, and although she was unconscious, bleeding from the nose and mouth she was 

still breathing. Lily was wearing her leather belt and strappings, but the parachute was about 20 yards away, it 

was then partly closed but from its position it was concluded that it must have been opened. Mr Heaton knelt by 

her side and raised her head on his knee and said ‘my good woman, if you can speak, do so,’ but she did not utter 

a single word.  A boy came up and was sent for water, Lily’s manager Captain Bidmead, who had followed the 

course of the balloon in a pony and trap stopped in the road by the field, and was quickly on the scene closely 

followed by Charlie Merrall in his motor car, and James Wood, a Haworth joiner, hurried up. They could only 

sink to their knees as moments later Lily took her last breath. Lily lived for only a few minutes after the fall.  
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By the time Doctor Thomson arrived to examine her she was dead from multiple injuries. Lily died where she 

fell, never speaking a word amides the trampled grass and the shocked. They lifted her battered body onto a 

stretcher and carried her to a flat covered cart in Hob Lane for the mournful ride back through the village of 

Stanbury to Haworth where they laid her in the bedroom in the Old White Lion Hotel.        

 

Left: Ponden reservoir which 

Lily tried to avoid, probably 

because of her fear of water and 

drowning, she was a non-

swimmer. The patchwork of 

fields divided by stone walls 

with hills beyond can be seen in 

the photograph. Lily landed 

about 50 yards from the 

reservoir in a field with the 

parachute a few feet away  

 

Chaelie Merrall drove back to Haworth, where a cheer went up when his car appeared the gala field, spectators 

assumed he had chauffeured Lily back to the gala. He stepped out of the car and announced the tragic news of 

Lily’s accident and death to the stunned crowds waiting in the football field, they had set out that evening with 

great expectations of seeing this attractive young woman perform an amazing feat of skill and return safely and 

triumphantly. Instead the flat-cart conveying her body passed the vicinity of the football field from which the ill-

fated ascent had been made and her death plunged the village into mourning.  In the evening a telegram was sent 

to her father Thomas Charles Cove who was living in London informing him of the tragic death of his only child 

Lily.  

Doctor Robert Thomson examine her body at 9 pm and found that she died from multiple injuries and shock. She 

had a fracture of the tibia in the left leg, a fracture to the right leg, a fracture to the right thigh and severe bleeding 

caused by a skull fracture. Lily was the fourth woman to die in this manner since the first lady balloonist took to 

the air in Paris on 20th May 1784.13  

LILY COVE’S BALLOON ASCENT 

- - -    Conjectural Route Taken 

A The Gala site on West Lane B Heaton’s Scar Top Refreshment Rooms C Field where Lily Cove fell to her 

death in 1906 D Ponden Reservoir E Haworth Cemetery where Lily Cove is buried. 
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As soon as Lily Cove’s death became common knowledge, a large number of morbid sightseers flocked to 

Haworth to seek out the exact spot where she had met her end. Locals could only stand by on the streets, watching 

the sudden onslaught of rushing journalists determined to report the fatal accident and the following proceedings 

in their local newspapers. Some covered the story fairly accurately and in some detail while others are rather 

sketchy and taking the moral high ground. The quotations in this article have been reproduced from the archives 

of these newspapers: Bradford Daily Telegraph, Shipley Times and Express, which includes a photograph of 

Captain Bidmead and a drawing of Lily’s balloon with her waving (see photographs on page 53) The Keighley 

Herald, The Keighley News which included a drawing of Lily Cove (see photograph on page 48), The Yorkshire 

Post and The Leeds Mercury.   

The Inquest 

An inquest was held at the District Council Offices, Haworth to try and discover the cause of the accident, the 

Coroner was Mr. E. Wood. Mr. Jonas Bradley, Stanbury’s schoolmaster, who had watched Lily’s flight from 

Haworth Moor, was appointed foreman of the Jury. Lily Cove’s address is given as 170 Bow Road, London and 

Captain Bidmead’s address is reported as 94 Balaam Street, Plaistow, London. There was much debate about 

why she became detached from her parachute and rumours were rife about possible foul play, with gossip linking 

Lily’s death to an imagined love rivalry between her manager Captain Bidmead and Charlie Merrall. Some 

suggested that she had taken her own life, but there was no clear evidence for these assumptions and the police 

report stated that ‘no blame or suspicion appeared to attach to anybody’.  

Her manager, Captain Bidmead put forward a possible explanation that Lily had allowed herself to float too far 

before she jumped from the balloon. When they arrived in Haworth they had walked across the moors to see the 

course the balloon would take and had selected the field that Lily was to land in. When asked if Lily had made 

the descent at the proper time, Captain Bidmead replied, ‘She went further than she should. My instructions were 

that she should drop just over by the mill. If she had done so I should have been with her in a couple of minutes.’ 

He believed that Lily panicked and somehow deliberately managed to separate herself from her parachute as she 

was drifting towards Ponden Reservoir. This according to Captain Bidmead she could have done by pulling 

herself slightly up the ropes and unfastening the hooks at her shoulders. She could not swim and feared the balloon 

might descend into the water and to avoid entanglement and the possibility of drowning she decided to jump. It 

was further reported that Lily Cove had no previous mishaps.   

Would Lily have lived if she had remained in her parachute? Did she misjudge her distance from the ground? 

These questions would remain unanswered, and the inquest jury returned a verdict of ‘Death by Misadventure’ 

with a recommendation that such dangerous performances should be forbidden by law be forward to the Home 

Secretary. It was also noted that their ‘attraction to the public lies in the danger, not the achievement, and should 

be stopped in the interests of public morality’. 

Captain Bidmead told the inquest that the two of them were meant to appear at Keighley Gala on the following 

Saturday, ‘I intended her to have a quiet week’s holiday in Keighley before Saturday. She was a jolly girl, she 

had a joke and a jest for everyone.’ After Lily’s accident and death the Keighley Gala Committee announced that 

they would not consider a parachute descent. Captain Bidmead declared that it would be some time before he 

would go up in a balloon again. The ‘hero of 400 ascents and 83 descents’ confessed himself ‘utterly unnerved’, 

but it would seem not for long. Some two years after the tragedy, in June 1909 he was still having problems, this 

time in Northampton where he had another miraculous escape when he lost his parachute, and was carried away 

half clinging to a wooden ring attached to the cording of the balloon. After one hour and a half the balloon 

gradually descended and Captain Bidmead reached the ground safely but exhausted.14 

As a consequence of the inquest in the House of Commons on June 14th, Mr. Fell, MP for Great Yarmouth, asked 

the Secretary for the Home Department, the Right Hon, Herbert J. Gladstone, ‘whether his attention has been 

called to the death of Miss Cove when descending from a balloon in a parachute on June 11th, and whether he 

proposes to take any steps to prohibit such exhibitions in the future.’ Mr. Gladstone replied that he hoped to 

introduce ‘a Bill extending the Dangerous Performances Acts to all women whatever their age may be.’ 

Previously the Acts had only covered females up to the age of 18.15 
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Lily Cove’s Funeral 

Minnie Hey, the village shroud maker, took care of the body, which lay in the parlour at the Old White Lion. 

Minnie’s shrouds were considered to be ‘works of art’16 with covered buttons and tassels. Lily’s coffin was made 

of pitch pine comfortably padded and lined with wood shavings. At the time of Lily’s death, her father Thomas 

Cove, a poor man was living in a men’s hostel in Bow Road, London. He was brought up to Haworth by Captain 

Bidmead, who felt it was his duty regardless of Thomas’s history and bought him a new black suit for the funeral, 

which took place on 14th June 1906, the same day her name was brought up in Parliament. Many of the village 

women were allowed to look at Lily’s dead face before the coffin lid was nailed down, as was the custom at that 

time.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Lily Cove’s Funeral Card, it was discovered a few years ago during a local house clearance. It gives 

her full name of Elizabeth Mary Cove and her age is given as 21, in fact she was only 20 years old                               

Courtesy of Steven Wood 

After a short service in the Old White Lion conducted by the Rector of Haworth the Reverend T. W. Story for 

relatives and close friends, the funeral cortege set off on her final journey to the cemetery on the moor. Her coffin 

with heavy brass mountings inscribed simply ‘Mary Elizabeth Cove, aged 21 years, who died June 11th, 1906’, 

was carried in relays on the shoulders of the Haworth Gala Committee along the moor road to the cemetery. 

Albert Best was among those who headed the procession and behind the coffin came a carriage with Lily’s father, 

Captain Bidmead and several friends. The Merrall family had a private carriage and walking alongside and behind 

were members of the Haworth and Oxenhope Nursing Association. Mourners lined both sides of the road right 

up to Haworth’s new cemetery with hundreds of villagers and sympathisers, where she was interred. All over 

Haworth shutters were closed and curtains drawn as the shocked residents paid tribute to Lily.  

Men working at the Dimples stone quarries overlooking the cemetery stopped working, took off their caps and 

bowed their heads as the coffin passed by and stood in silence during the short committal. The crowd had by now 

increased in number and only a few were able to witness the actual burial take place. There had been nothing like 

it in Haworth since the day of Patrick Brontë’s funeral in 1861, he outlived all his children. The Reverend T. W. 

Story met the procession at the gates and led the way between the mourners to the open grave. With the reading 

of ‘ashes to ashes, dust to dust’ the coffin was lowered gently down in silence. It is recorded that a lark was heard 

singing sending a message of love and sympathy to those left behind.   
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Among the many wreaths was one of pink roses from Mr. Charlie Merrall, the card attached bore the words, ‘In 

deepest sympathy for a brave girl who lost her life in the cause of charity.’ Another one, of wild flowers, was left 

by a little boy who never disclosed his identity. A subscription list which was opened for donations to cover the 

funeral expenses was generously patronised, and money for the headstone was raised by public subscription.  

As Mr Charles Merrall reputedly said ‘She gave her life for charity’. How much charity? The Gala raised the 

grand total of £17 6s (£17.30) this is worth approximately £2000 in today’s money. Ironically, the amount was 

disappointing and the Haworth Gala Committee decided to abandon the Haworth Gala for the following year. Six 

months later Charlie Merrall married a young actress who was appearing in pantomime at the Alhambra Theatre, 

Bradford17 and by 1911 when Charles was 34 they had two children aged 3 and 2.  

So she lies, the girl from the East End of London, in the cemetery on the edge of Haworth moor, overlooking the 

valley towards Stanbury, the scene of her last balloon flight. Today Lily Cove is not entirely forgotten and her 

grave is occasionally visited and flowers are left for her. The stone quarries nearby are now forever silent, but the 

larks still sing above the grave of this ‘liberated’ lady and tragic heroine.    

 

Right: Lily Cove’s grave can be seen in the 

Haworth cemetery in close proximity to other 

graves. Lily’s gravestone is the tall grey one on 

the left in the photograph  

Below: Map of Haworth cemetery illustrating Lily Cove’s 

Grave. The Chapel building marked on the map has since 

been demolished by the Bradford Council 

Above: This photograph of Lily Cove’s grave in Haworth Cemetery was taken shortly after her funeral which 

took place on 14th June 1906. It stands alone with a posy of flowers on her grave. The cemetery was opened in 

1893 and it soon started to fill up as can be seen in the above photograph. Courtesy of Steven Wood   
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The headstone of Lily’s grave can be seen, complete with a carving of her balloon and the parachute she used 

surrounded by a border of leaves. The granite headstone was raised by public subscription and unfortunately 

contains one error, Lily was 20 when she died not 21, her age was clarified at the inquest, it reads:- 

IN 

LOVING MEMORY 

OF 

ELIZABETH MARY 

(MISS LILY COVE, 

PARACHUTIST) 

DAUGHTER OF 

THOMAS CHARLES COVE 

OF LONDON 

WHO DIED JUNE 11TH 1906, 

AGED 21 YEARS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carved at the base of the stone was the doleful reminder ‘In the midst of life we are in death’ 

These days it is not unusual to see flowers placed on Lily’s grave, and although situated on the edge of Haworth 

moor she is not forgotten.   
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Miss Ethel Denby, of Haworth wrote a broadsheet of narrative verses called                                             

‘A Tragic End’ 

 

 

A Tragic End 

 All was ready then up she went,  

‘Mid cheers from the crows below, 

And when she reached a certain height 

She drifted a mile or so, 

“She’s made a leap,” cried the people 

And they watched for her return, 

But little knew the sad tidings 

That they were so soon to learn, 

Yes! She had leaped, twas certain, 

But oh! What a tragic end; 

For some strange reason none could tell, 

When she began to descend. 

Unbuckled the straps that bound her, 

And then took the fatal leap 

Into the icy arms of death 

Which were open at her feet, 

Strong men were stunned and women wept, 

And the town was wrapt in gloom, 

When news was brought to the people, 

Of the dear young lady’s doom.  

By Miss Ethel Denby  

 

 

 

Lily was a brave woman who left the drudgery of domestic service to become a professional 

parachutist, and lost her live performing an aeronautic display  
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